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1. Introduction 
Let T be an absolutely continuous random variable to be thought of as a lifetime 
of a device. If F and f are, respectively, the distribution and the density functions 
of T then F = 1 - F, A = -log F and A = f/ P are, respectively, the survival, hazard 
and hazard rate functions of T. It is easy to verify that if X is standard (that is, 
mean 1) exponential random variable then 
?= A_‘(X) (1.1) 
satisfies 
1 St 
T=T (1.2) 
Y 
where 2 denotes equality in law. 
Equations (1 .l) and (1.2) suggest that study of A can shed light and understanding 
on the stochastic behaviour of T. One purpose of this paper is to study a multivariate 
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analog of (1.1) and (1.2). This is done in Sections 2 and 3 where it is shown how 
to transform a set of independent standard exponential random variables X, , . . , X, 
into a random vector ? which is stochastically equal to a given random vector T. 
The transformation will be denoted by a, that is, we will introduce a function 
a: [0, co)“+ [0, co)” such that f= a(X) satisfies I? 2 T. 
The transformation a will be described by means of multivariate hazard functions 
(to be defined in Section 2 and 3); therefore it will be called the total hazard 
construction. The construction, as well as other results of this paper use extensively 
ideas from the theory of martingale dynamics (Bremaud (1981)), but knowledge of 
this theory is not needed for the understanding of this paper. In fact our presentation 
is more explicit than the one of martingale dynamics. For example, when we 
condition on some history, we explicitly describe the history by means of the random 
lifetimes under consideration; we do not just write w or H, to denote such a history. 
Occasionally, however, we do “translate” our results to the language of martingale 
dynamics. 
In Section 4 we list conditions under which the transformation a(~,, . . . , x,) is 
increasing (in this paper “increasing” stands for “nondecreasing” and “decreasing” 
stands for “nonincreasing”) in each of the Xi’s* Then ?, , . . . , ?” are increasing 
functions of the independent exponential random variables X, , . . . , X,. Therefore, 
under the conditions which imply the monotonicity of a, the random variables 
?,, . . . , fn (and hence T,, . . . , T,) are associated in the sense of Esary, Proschan 
and Walkup (1967). 
Let S and T be two absolutely continuous random variables with hazard functions 
Q(t) = -log P{S> t} and R(t) = -log P{ T> t}. Then, using the same standard 
exponential random variable X, one can apply (1.1) and (1.2) to obtain S and ?, 
defined on the same probability space, such that 
s^c Q_‘(X) 2 s, fG R_‘(X) 2 T. (1.3) 
If 
Q(r)>R(t), tzo, (1.4) 
then, from (1.3), S z 9~ ? 2 T. Thus we see that (1.4) implies stochastic ordering 
of S and T. In Section 5 we obtain a multivariate extension of this result, again 
using the total hazard construction. Further applications are given in Section 6. 
A random variable S is said to be stochastically smaller than a random variable 
T (denoted S 2 T) if P{S> u} G P{ T > u} for every u. A random vector S = 
(St,. *. , S,) is said to be stochastically smaller than a random vector T= 
CT,,. . . , T,) [denoted Sz T] if 
g(S) 2 g(T) (1.5) 
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for every increasing Bore1 measurable real function g. A function g is called 
increasing if (x,, . . . , x,) < (y,, . . . , y,,) implies g(x,, . . . , x,) s g(y,, . . . , y,) yhere 
(x ,,..., x,)c(y, ,..., yn)meansxisy,, i=l,..., n.ItiswellknownthatSs Tif 
and only if Eg(S)c Eg(T) for every increasing Bore1 measurable real function g 
for which the expectations exist. Also S 2 T if and only if P{SE U}SP{TE U} 
for every Bore1 set U which has an increasing indicator function. 
2. The total hazard construction: Bivariate case 
Consider two nonnegative random variables Tr and T2 with absolutely continuous 
joint distribution function F, joint density functionf = (??/~3t, at,)F and joint survival 
function F defined by F( t,, t2) = P{ T, > t, , T2> tZ}. The conditional hazard rate of 
7; at time t, given that T,_i > t is defined as 
h,(t)llimlP{t<~~t+AtlT,> 
AllOAt 
t, Tz> t> 
= [et, ~)I-‘( -$ Rt, 9 fd ) ) t30, i= 1,2. (2.1) \ (Iti I 1,=r2=1/ 
Given that T2 = t2, the conditional hazard rate of Tl at time t 
t and t, in the right hand side of (2.2) may yield O/O. Here and in the 
remainder of the paper such a ratio is interpreted as 0.) Similarly define 
&(?I - 
_I-(4 9 1) 
(WWF(t,, t)’ 
The total hazard accumulated by 
min( Tl, T2) > t, is defined by 
J 
, Ai( t) = Ai du, t>O, 
0 
Given that T2 = t2 and that T, > t2, 
tat,. (2.3) 
time t by the random variable K, given that 
i=l,2. (2.4) 
the total hazard accumulated by the random 
variable T, during the time interval [ t2, t2 + t) is defined by 
I 
f2+l 
A,(tl12) = A,(u(tz)du, tzaO, ta0. 
‘2 
Similarly 
J 
1,+1 A,(rlb)= h,(ult,)du, t,sO, t20. 
‘I 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Note that with this definition. 
(2.7) 
~A*(rlt,)=n*(r,+rlr,), t, z-0, 120. (2.8) 
The total hazard accumulated by T, by the time itfailed is defined as A,( T,) if T, s T2 
and as A, ( TJ -k A ,( T, - T2 I T2) if TI 2 T2. Similarly define the total hazard accumu- 
lated by T2 by the time it failed. 
Define the inverse functions 
A;‘(x)=inf{t>O:A,(t)>x}, i=l,2, XSO, 
A;‘(x(t,)=inf{t?O: A,(t1r2)Zx}, x20, t,z 0 7 
A;‘(xIt,)~iinf{t~O:A,(tI1,)~x}, xso, f, 20, 
and consider the functions a, : R:+ R and a*: R: + R defined as follows: On 
1(x,, 4 E R:: A;‘(x,) s A;‘(%)}, 
al(xl, 4 = A ;‘(x,), (2.9) 
az(xl,x,)=A;‘(xl)+A;‘(x,-Az(A;‘(xl))lA;’(x,)), (2.10) 
and on {(x,, x2) E R:: A;‘(x,) 2 A;‘(x,)}, 
aI(x,,x2)=A;‘(xJ+A~‘(x,-AI(A~‘(x~))lA~’(x~)), (2.11) 
4x1, -4 = A;‘(xd. (2.12) 
It is known (see Remark 3.3 below) that the total hazards, accumulated by Tl 
and T2 by the time they failed, are independent standard exponential random 
variables. Motivated by this fact we will study the following toral hazard construction: 
Let X, and Xz be independent standard exponential random variables and 
consider the following transformation: 
(2.13) 
Theorem 2.1. Ler ( f,, f2) be dejined as in (2.13) where X, and X, are independent 
standard exponential random variables. Then 
This theorem is a special case of Theorem 3.1 below. 
Example 1 (Freund (1961) distribution). The Freund distribution provides a model 
in which the exponential residual life of one component depends on the working 
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(2.15) 
status of another component. It has the density 
f(t,,f2)=Q’exp{-(cu+p--p’)t,-/3’t2} ifOSt,Ct,, 
=(~‘pexp{--cr’f,-(cY+~-CY’)~~} ifOSZ,=St,, 
where CY, cr’, /3, p’ are nonnegative parameters. For this distribution 
A,(t)=at, tao, 
A,(f)=@, tzo, 
A,(flfJ=Cr’f, 220, f*SO, 
n,(r~r,)=p’t, tao, t,so. 
If (Tr, T2) has the joint distribution (2.15) then from (2.13) and (2.14) it follows 
that it has the same distribution as (fr, ?*) where 
-i; = CY -lx, ifcr-‘X,Sp-‘Xz, 
=p-‘X,+((Y))-‘(X1-_P-‘cuX,) ifa-‘X,Sp-IX,, 
+& 
(2.16) 
X,+(p’)-‘(X,-(~-‘/3x,) ifcu-‘X,CP-‘XZ, 
= p-lx, if a-IX, 2 P-IX,, 
and X, and X, are independent standard exponential random variables. Representa- 
tion (2.16) can be rewritten as 
-i; = (Y-lx, if cw-‘X, S p-‘Xz, 
= (cr’)-lx,+p-l 1 -JT x, 
( > CY’ 
if &IX, sp-‘X2, 
?*=(pf)-‘x,+a-’ 
( > 
1-; x1 if K’X, s p-‘X2, 
(2.17) 
= @-‘x2 if K’X, Z @-‘X2. 
Representation (2.17) is identical to (7) of Shaked (1984). 
This example will be continued later. 
Example 2 (bivariate Pareto). Let (T,, T2) have the joint survival function 
~(t,,tz)=(l+r,+f2)-‘, t,50, f*ZO. 
It is not hard to verify that in this case 
A,(t)=A2(r)=;log(l+2f), tz0, (2.18) 
(2.19) A,(t(t,)=2log 1+ ( &-), t>O, t,aO, 
A,(tlt,)=2log 1+ ( &), ts0, t,aO. 
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Some algebra shows (using (2.13) and (2.14)) that (T, , T,) has the same distribution 
1 
as (T, , f2) where 
f, =$(eZXI-l) ifX,GX*, 
= exp{$X, +$X,} -i(e2X2+ 1) if X, 1 X2, 
?* = exp{+X, +4X,} - :(e2XI + 1) if X, s X2, 
=2 ‘(ezx2-- 1) if X, 2 X2; 
here X, and X2 are independent standard exponential random variables. 
This example will be continued later. 
3. The total hazard construction: Multivariate case 
Consider a random vector T = (T, , . . . , T,), n 2 2, with absolutely continuous 
joint distribution function. In this section we describe the total hazard construction 
(from a set of independent standard exponential random variables Xi, . . . , X,,), of 
a random vector f = (?i , . . . , T?,,) such that T g I? The construction will be described 
in n steps numbered 1 through n. In Step 1 an index ji is chosen at random from 
{I,2,..., n} and then f,, is determined. Upon entering Step k, 2~ k =s n, the 
random variables $,, . . . , fik_, have already been determined. Denote 
J = {j,, * . . ,h--I)c (1,. . ., n}. In Step k an index j, is chosen at random from 
J={l,..., n} - J and then fi, is determined. 
Remark 3.1. Although we will not be using any results directly related to martingales, 
it should be pointed out that what we are doing in this section is the following: 
Define Ni(t)=ZcT,,mj(t), i=1,2 ,..., n, and put N=(N ,,..., N,,). Let 9, be the 
a-algebra generated by (N(s)),,,. First we explicitly describe the compensator 
z = (1,). . . , I,,) for the vector of submartingales N with respect to the filtration 
9,. Then, by “inverting” the Ii’s, with respect to the independent standard exponen- 
tial random variables X, , . . . , X,, we construct the R’s (see Remark 3.4). 
We need to extend and slightly modify the notation of Section 2. 
ForJ={j ,,..., jk}c{l ,..., n}letr, denote(r, ,,..., tj,).IfJ={i, ,..., inPk}then 
TV denotes (ti,, . . . , ti,,_,). Let e = (1, . . . , 1). The length of e will vary from one 
formula to another, but it will be always possible to determine it from the expression 
in which e appears. 
ForJc{l,..., n} and i E .i let hi( t ) T, = t,, TJ > te) denote the conditional hazard 
rate of Ti at time t given that T, = zJ and that TJ> fe where t 2 VjE, $ = max{ $: j E J}. 
If J = 0 then Vjs, tj = 0. Formally, for i E x 
Ai(tIT,=t,,T~>te)=limLP{t<T,~t+AtITJ=t~,T~>te), 
AllO At 
tsv tj, (3.1) 
jtJ 
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(_I may be empty). The absolute continuity of T ensures that this limit exists. To 
save space we sometimes suppress the condition TJ > te and just write h,(t 1 T, = t,, . ) 
but the reader should keep in mind that “.I’ means TJ> te with t being the same 
as the first argument of A,. The function hi(. IT, = t,, . ) will be of interest for us 
only on the (random) interval (maxj,, 7;, min,,r 7;], however, to avoid a discussion 
of such random hazard rate functions [such a discussion can be found in Arjas 
(19Sl)J we do not emphasize this point here. Note however that A,(t] T, = t,, .) is 
well defined for every t~v,,, t,. 
For in .? the total hazard accumulated by T, during the time interval 
[Vj,, tj, Vj,J tj + t), t 2 0, is defined by 
J 
V ttl ‘,+I 
A,(tlT,=r,)= A,(u]T,=r,;)du, 120, i~_i. (3.2) 
V,d 1, 
When / = 0, A,(tl T, = 2,) will be simply denoted by A,(t). 
We will introduce now a notation for the total hazard accumulated by T, by time 
t. Fix t > 0 and suppose that it is given that 7;, , . . . , lj_, (k > 1) failed at times 
$7 . . * 7 $A-, 9 respectively ( tj, < . . . < r,,_, s t) and that all the other Tj’s are alive at 
time t. For ie {jr,. . . ,jk-,}, denote 
k-l 
+i~,,...~~_,('l'j, 9 . . .,tj,_,)~Ai(tj,)+ C Ai(tj,-tj,_,I~,=tj,,..., Tl-,=t,,-,) 
+ Ai( t- lj,_,I Tj, = tj, 9 . . . Y ?A_, = rj,_,)- 
Also denote (corresponding to the case k = 1) 
&(r)=A,(t), 120. 
(3.3.i) 
(3.3.ii) 
Remark 3.2. The function I+$~ ,,_,, JI_, gives an explicit expression for the compensator 
Z, mentioned in Remark 3.1. More explicitly, 
assumingj,#i, $,<t, I=1 ,..., k, and writing w for the sample path for IV with 
precisely k jumps on (0, t] occurring at $, , . . . , $,, component Nj, jumping at q,. 
(Formally, &(t, w) is defined also for w such that Ni jumps on (0, t] at ti, say. The 
prescription above defines &(s, w) for s s ti and then .&(s, w) = Ii( ti, w) for s 2 r;.) 
The total hazard accumulated by 7; by the time ir failed, given that K was the k-th 
T, to fail and that qI,..., qLm, failed before 7;:, is +ib ,,._, j _,( T, ( T,, , . . . , T,,_,). 
Remark 3.3. It is known that the total hazards accumulated by the T,‘s by the time 
they failed, are independent standard exponential random variables (see, e.g., 
Section 4.5 of Aalen and Hoem (1978), or Proposition 2.2.11 of Jacobsen (1982) or 
Theorem 6.19(b) of Kurtz (1980) or Arjas and Haara (1985)). This fact motivates 
the construction given in (3.4)-(3.5) below. 
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Define the inverse functions 
A;‘(x)=inf{tZO: A,(r)sx}, i= 1,2,. . ., n, x20, 
andfornonemptyJc{l,...,n}, t,>Oeand iEJ, 
A;‘(xJTJ=~,)=inf{f~O:A,(t(T,=t,)sx}, x30. 
The total hazard construction is defined as follows: Let X, , . . . , X, be independent 
standard exponential random variables. 
Step 1. Let j, be the (random) index (which, by absolute continuity, is unique 
with probability 1) such that A,;‘(X,,) = min{A ;‘(X,): i = 1,. . . , n} and define 
$, = A,;‘(X,,). (3.4) 
* 
Step k (k = 2,. . . , n). Given that Steps 1,2, . . . , k - 1 resulted in ?j, = 4,) . . . , q,_, = 
ti,_, let J = {j,, . . . ,jk-,}. Letjk be the (random) index (which, by absolute continuity, 
is unique with probability 1) such that 
A,y’[Xj, - $jclj,~,,...~~_,(‘J~-, I ‘j, 9 . * . 9 tj,m,) Iq1 = $, 9 . . . 9 q,_, = $,_,I 
=min{AY’[Xi - Gib ,,.,. ,j,_,(~A_ll $,, . . , q,_,)I 7;, = G,, . . . , tj,_, = t,,_,lI. ie.i 
It is easy to verify, by induction, that the arguments of A;’ and A,;‘, in the above 
expression, are nonnegative. Having chosen the (random) index j, as described 
above, define 
c, = t;,_, + A,‘[X,, - ~j~/j,,._.jk_,( tk-1 I fi, 3 * . . 9 %;.,_,)I 
q., = tj, , . . . ) T,,_, = c,_,]. (3.5.i) 
More explicitly, 
k-l 
-c A,,(?),-*,_,1T,,=t ,,.. .,q,_,=‘il-,)I 
/=2 
7;, = _i,,. . . , T,,_, = -i;,_, . 1 (3.5.ii) 
For example, if n = 3 and A;‘(X,) < A;‘(X,), A ;‘(X,) < A;‘(X,) and A,‘[X,- 
A,(A;‘(x,))l T, = A;‘(X,)]< A;‘[X,-A,(A;‘(X,))I T, = A;‘(X,)l then 
?‘r = A ;‘(X,), 
f2= ?,+A;*[x,-A,(?~)( T, = -i;] 
=~~+An,‘[X,-cCI,,,(~,I~,f;)lT,=~,l, 
~3=~2+~;‘[~,-A,(~~)-A,(~2-~,~T,=~~)~T,=~~,T2=~2] 
=ri;+A;‘[X,-~~,l,z(~2j;l~~, f2)/T,=f,,T2=f2]. 
The construction of f from X is also given in Norros (1986) though not as explicit 
as in (3.4)-(3.5). 
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Remark 3.4. In terms of 2, the above stepwise procedure for constructing f may 
be described as follows. Let w(O) be the sample path for N with no jumps at all. 
Step 1. If I,;‘(Xj,, u(O)) = min(xy’(X;, w(O))) then put t., = Z,{‘(X,, , w(O)) and 
define a new path w(l) as the one having one jump at time Tj, in component j, and 
no other jumps. Here x;‘(x, w) = inf{t: &( f, o) 2 x}. 
SIep k. Having obtained 5, <. . . < t,_, and the path w(~-‘) with k - 1 jumps at 
the c,, Nj, jumping at c,, if 
x,<‘(Xj,, tick-‘)) =min{z;‘(Xi, oCk-‘)): i # j,, . . . , jk__l}, 
then put t, = Z,y’(X,,, w(~-‘)) and define aCk) from w(~-‘) by including this new 
jump time. 
Remark 3.5. If we replace the Xi in the right hand sides of (3.4) and (3.5) by Xi 
and the fi in the left hand sides by ti then we see that (3.4) and (3.5) assign a 
unique vector t for each vector x except on a set of x’s of Lebesgue measure 0. In 
that set we have x’s for which the index j, in Step 1 (or the index jk in Step k) is 
not unique. We can arbitrarily then order the resulting indices (say in increasing 
order) and define all the corresponding 4 as being equal to the value given in (3.4) 
(or (3.5)). Thus we have defined a transformation a which assigned a unique t for 
each x. This transformation will be discussed in Section 4. 
The following result can be found in Norros (1986). 
Theorem 3.6. Let 9 be as de$ned in (3.4) and (3.5) where X1, . . . , X, are independent 
standard exponential random variables. Then 
1 Sf 
T=T. 
Remark 3.7. It should be emphasized that the total hazard construction (3.4) and 
(3.5) is theoretically and practically different than the following well known standard 
construcrion (see, e.g., Law and Kelton (1982, p. 268) or Rubinstein (1981, p. 59)): 
Let U,, U,, . . . , U,, be independent uniform [0, l] random variables and let 
T=(T,,..., T,) be an absolutely continuous random vector. Define 
T;=inf{t,:P{T,>t,}>U,}, (3.6) 
T;=inf{t,: P{T,s tkl T,= T: ,..., Tk_,= T;_,}a uk}, k=2,3,.. ., n. 
(3.7) 
Then 
CT:, . . . , T;) 2 (T,, . . . , T,,). 
Although the construction defined by (3.4) and (3.5) is different than the one 
defined by (3.6) and (3.7), the results which follow from (3.4) and (3.5) have analogs 
which follow from (3.6) and (3.7). These analogs will be noted throughout the sequel. 
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4. An application: Association of random variables 
4.1. The bivariate case 
Let T, and T, be nonnegative absolutely continuous random variables as in 
Section 2 and let ?, and ?l be defined as in (2.13). Since (T,, T,) 2 (?,, fJ we 
will not distinguish in this section between T and f and just write T. 
If the functions a, and a2 defined in (2.9)-(2.12) are increasing in each argument 
when the other argument is held fixed then from (2.13) it follows that T, and T, 
are associated in the sense of Esary, Proschan and Walkup (1967). Association is 
a property which yields important probability inequalities and is particularly useful 
in reliability theory (see, e.g., Barlow and Proschan (1975)). Thus it is of interest 
to find conditions which imply that a, and a2 are increasing. 
Theorem 4.1. Iffor all z 3 0, i = 1, 2, 
Ai(y)+Ai(z-y/y) is decreasing in y on [0, z) 
then T, and T2 are associated. 
(4.1) 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will not be given here since it is a special case of 
Theorem 4.5 below. 
Remark 4.2. Intuitively, for i = 1 say, Condition (4.1) says that the larger T2 is, the 
smaller is the potential hazard that can be accumulated by T, by the time z. Thus, 
roughly speaking, the larger T2 is, the larger T, is and so the association of T, and 
T2 is not surprising. For a similar result see Arjas and Norros (1984). 
Condition (4.1) can be written by means of derivatives (if they are well defined): 
Theorem 4.3. Iffor i = 1,2, 
Ai(~)+~ni(bla)l.=,.~hi(y+bIy), b>O, ~20, (4.2) 
(provided the derivatives in (4.2) are well deJined) then T, and T, are associated. 
Proof. Rewrite (4.1) as: for i = 1,2, y 2 0, b 2 0, 
[~,(y+~)-Ai(y)l+[~i(bIy+u)-Ai(bIY)I 
CAi(b+u(y)-Ai(bly), u~O- (4.3) 
Dividing (4.3) by u > 0 and letting u 10 one obtains (4.2) from (4.3). TO obtain (4.3) 
from (4.2) integrate (4.2) with respect to the dummy variable y. 0 
Example 1 (continued). From (2.17) it is easily seen that if 
CYGCY’ and p==p’ (4.4) 
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then ?, and ?> are increasing functions of X1 and X,. Hence if (T,, Tz) has the 
Freund distribution with parameters satisfying (4.4) then T, and Tz are associated. 
This result has been obtained also in Shaked (1984). 
Example 2 (continued). Differentiating (2.18)-(2.20) one obtains 
1 
hi(Y)=- 
1+2y’ 
i= 1,2, 
h,(y+bly)= 2 
1+2y+b’ 
i=1,2, 
; A,(bl a)]‘,=,, = 
-4b 
(1+2y)(l+2y+b)’ ‘=lY2’ 
It is not hard now to verify (4.2). Hence if (T,, TJ has the bivariate Pareto 
distribution then TI and Tz are associated. 
This result is not surprising. Shaked (1977) has shown that the multivariate logistic 
distribution of Malik and Abraham (1973) has some positive dependence properties. 
Since the multivariate Pareto distribution is a simple transformation of the multivari- 
ate logistic distribution it follows that also the multivariate Pareto distribution has 
some positive dependence properties. It is not hard to find other representations of 
T, and T, as increasing functions of independent random variables. 
4.2. The multivariate case 
LetT=(T,,..., T,,), n Z= 2, be a nonnegative absolutely continuous random vector 
as in Section 3 and let f be defined as in (3.4) and (3.5). As in Section 4.1 we will 
sometimes not distinguish between T and f and just write T. 
Theorem 4.4 (Norros (1986)). Iffor each two sets K = {k, , . . . , k,}, L = {I,, . . . , /,} 
andconstantst, ,,..., tg,t ,,,_.., t,,and?, ,,._., i,DsuchthatI;,zt,,,j=l ,..., &we 
order the indices of L such that ?i, c ii, s . . . s ii, and we also order the indices m, , 
m2,...,m+ of M = L u K such that t,l c . . . s tm,+p and then, for i E h? and ti 2 
max(t,_+,, ii,), we have 
Jlilm,,....m,+8(tilfm,r . . . , fm,+8) s $iji,,...,i,(tiI ii,, . . . , li,), 
then T, , . . . , T, are associated. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 essentially consists of showing that under the conditions 
of Theorem 4.4, the transformation a(~,, _ . . , x,), described in Remark 3.5, is 
increasing in each xi when the other xj’s are held fixed. 
Remark 4.5. In light of Remark 3.2 it should be pointed out that the condition of 
Theorem 4.4 is equivalent to the condition 
Ei(ty W)2Ei(t, W’) 
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whenever the two paths W, w’ are such that before time I, w has more numerous 
jumps than w’ and, for components which have jumps in both w and w’, the jumps 
in w are earlier than the jumps in w’. 
Next we give another result (Result 4.6) which gives conditions under which 
T, , . . . , T, are associated. Technically, the assumption in Result 4.6 is precisely the 
same as assuming that a is increasing. However, it gives a sequential algorithm for 
checking the monotonicity of a. 
In order to state Result 4.6 note the following. Although the total hazard construc- 
tion (3.4)-(3.5) is essentially a transformation which transforms the vector X of 
independent standard exponential random variables into ? 1 T, there are other 
transformations which are implicitly given in (3.4)-(3.5). To describe these, fix a 
kE{1,2,..., n - 1). Suppose that the identities jr,. . . ,jk and the failure times 
_i,=tj ,)...) 6, = 5, of the first k failures have already been determined. Then (3.5) 
defines a transformation which transforms the remaining Xj,‘s into t,‘s, I= 
k+l,..., n, where {jk+r, . . . , j,} = (1,. . . , n} -{j,, . . . , j,}. For example, fix an iE 
{k+l,..., n} and suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that j, = 1, I= 1,. . . , k, . . . , i. 
(Fixing the X-vectors and, at the same time, ordering the coordinates of T in some 
specific way, is not entirely unproblematic. Example 2.7 in Norros (1986) illustrates 
this point. However, without loss of generality we may assume that the realization 
rofXissuchthatj,=I,I=l,... , i.) Let the realizations of the first k failures be 
r . . . , tk and the realizations of the next i-k Xi’s be xk+r , . . . , x,. Then, using 
(;:5), it is possible to explicitly express -i; as a function of t,, . . . , fk, Xk+, , . . . , X;. 
Result 4.6. If for fixed t,, . . . , tk_-l, Xk+], . . . , Xi, the value of T, is an increasing 
function of tk and tf the same is true for all permutations of the indices 1, . . . , n, then 
T,, . . . , T,, are associated. 
An alternative statement of Result 4.6 is given in Shaked and Shanthikumar 
(1986b) and a proof of it is given in Shaked and Shanthikumar (1984). An illustration 
of the condition of Result 4.6 is given in Counterexample 4.9 below. 
Note that when n = 2 both Theorem 4.4 and Result 4.6 reduce to Theorem 4.1. 
It is possible to verify that the condition of Theorem 4.4 implies the condition of 
Result 4.6. Counterexample 4.9 below shows that the implication is strict. Thus 
Result 4.6 is stronger than Theorem 4.4. 
Remark 4.7. Theorem 4.4 and Result 4.6 should be contrasted with Theorem 4.7, 
p. 146, of Barlow and Proschan (1975). They show that if for all ti, 
P(T,>ti)Ti=t,,..., T,_, = r,_,) increases in r, , . . . , fi_, , i = 2, . . . , n, 
(4.5) 
then T,,..., T,, are associated. Their proof essentially constructs Ti, . . . , TL as in 
(3.6) and (3.7) and then argues that (4.5) implies that T;, . . . , Tk are increasing 
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functions of U,, . . , U,, of (3.6) and (3.7). In proving our Result 4.6 we follow the 
same line of thought but apply it to ?r ,. . . , f,, which arise from the total hazard 
construction described in (3.4) and (3.5). 
Remark 4.8. Shaked and Shanthikumar (1987) showed that if for disjoint sets I, 
J c (1, . . , n} and fixed t,, i,, r, [such that t, s ;,I and k E IUJ (I or J may be empty), 
%((y, i.)v(~,‘)+.IT,=i,,.),~~O, (4.6) 
then T,, . . . , T, are associated. Note that (4.6) is just the condition that for all t 
and o and w’ as in Remark 4.5, 
Ui(f, w) 5 Ui( r, w’) 
for i = 1,2,. . . , n, which obviously implies the condition of Theorem 4.4 and hence 
also the condition of Result 4.6 (see Shaked and Shanthikumar (1984) for details). 
Here oi is the intensity process Xi(t) = 5: ai( U) du. 
Counterexample 4.9. Consider three random variables T, , T2, T,, which satisfy 
Tr =Z T2 a.s., defined as follows. T, is standard exponential. T2 is the sum of T, and 
an independent standard exponential random variable. T3 has failure rate 1 as long 
as T2 has not failed. Afterwards the failure rate of T3 depends on the failure time 
of T, as described below. Explicitly suppose (we do not write down failure rates 
conditioned on ‘impossible histories’ such as T, = t, > t2 = T,) 
A,(tl*)= 1, A,(t]T,=r,.)=l, A*(rI.)=O, AJtlTr=rr.)=l, 
Az(tjTl=t,, T3=t3;)=l, A,(rt.)=L A3(t]T,=tI;)=1, 
and, finally, 
A3(tlT,=r,, T,=r,;)=max(t,,2) if r,GtGt,+l, 
Then 
= 2 if t>t*+l_ 
~,~2,3(fII,r12)=f2+max(t,,2)[t-t,] if t,Gf~t,+l, 
=max(t,,2)-t,-2+2t if t>&+l 
which is strictly increasing in t,>2. Thus, the condition of Theorem 4.4 is not 
satisfied. The random variables T,, T,, T3 are nonetheless associated by Result 4.6. 
The only nontrivial part of the condition of Result 4.6 is the monotonicity of 
I,!J~,~,~( r I t, , t, +x2) in t, E {t,: t, + x2 c t} = [0, t - x2]. On the interval [0, t -x2 - 11, the 
function 
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is clearly decreasing in t, . On the interval [t -x2 - 1, t -x1] we have 
~~~1,2(fItl,tl+~2)=f+x2~max(t~,2)[t-t,-~,l. 
When t, ~2 then $x,,,2( ) t tl, t, +x2) is a linear function of 1, with slope -1, thus 
it is decreasing in I,. When I, > 2 then we need to check the monotonicity of 
(1 + t -x,)t, - t: in t,. Differentiating and using the fact that t, > 2 it is seen that 
(1 + t - x,)t, - t: decreases in t, . 
Counterexample 4.9 shows that the requirement “a is increasing” is strictly weaker 
than the requirement “the system is supportive” in the sense of Norros (1986). 
5. An application: Stochastic ordering 
Let S=(S,,..., S,) and T = ( Tl, . . . , T,) be nonnegative absolutely continuous 
random vectors. Denote by qi(s 1 S, = s,, . ) the conditional hazard rates of S defined 
as in (3.1) and denote by Qi(s 1 S, = sJ) the conditional cumulative hazards of S 
defined as in (3.2). Similarly denote the conditional hazard rates and cumulative 
hazards of T by ri(t( T, = r,, *) and Ri(t) T, = rJ). 
Using the total hazard construction (see Section 3) one can express 6 and f (such 
that g 2 S and 9 2 T) as functions of the same independent standard exponential 
random varlabies X,, . . . , X,. Under some conditions, such as the one in the next 
theorem, the resulting !$ and f satisfy 4~ f a.s. Then S 2 T. 
Let (as in (3.3)) 
k-l 
ICII/j,,...J,_,(tl ‘j, 9 . . .,$,_,)=Qi(l,,)+ C Oi(~,-fi,_,Isj,=fi,,...,sj,_,=tj,_,) 
I=2 
+ OiCr - tj,_, I Sj, = tJ, 7 . . . 9 sjk_l = $*_,I 
and let IJ$,,,,,~~_, be similarly defined with T replacing S. 
Theorem 5.1. Fix two positive integers 1 and j such that 1 s j s n. Let t, , . . . , tl and 
s, ) . . . , s,, . . . ) sj besuch that Ost,~.. *<t,and OCsiCti, i=l,..., l,andsiaO, 
i=l+l,... ,J.. Lt?t Z,sZ2<* . . s zj be the ordered si’s and define k, by z, = Sk,, 
m=l,... , j. Zf for any positive integer a > j, 
(Lb/k ,,..., k,,(t(Sk,, . . . , sk,)z $:I1 ,...,I (tl tl,. . . , t,) (5.1) 
whenever t 5 max{ t,, s,+] , . . . , sj} and if the same holds with 1,2, . . . , j replaced by 
T(l), . . . , n(j) for every permutation n of 1, 2, . . . , n, then 
SZT. (5.2) 
The condition of Theorem 5.1 simply states that at any time t (no matter what 
the previous histories of S and T are, but they must be related as described in 
Theorem 5.1) the cumulative hazard of S, is larger than the cumulative hazard of 
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T *, a = 1,2,..., n. Theorem 5.1 is proven by using the fact that, since the total 
cumulative hazards of &, and ?m by the time they failed, must be equal (to X,), 
then necessarily $, s ?a a.s., LY = 1,2,. , _ , n. The result then follows from (1.5). We 
omit the details. 
Remark 5.2. Let (I:, . . . ,I;) be the vector of compensators 
(S,, . . . , S,,) and (Zy,. . . ,I:) the vector of compensators for 
condition of Theorem 5.1 is just the condition that for all t, 
z&(t,w)~z:(I,w’) 
corresponding to 
(T,, . . . , T,,). The 
where w and w’ are such that before time f, w has more numerous and earlier jumps 
than o’ (as in Remark 4.5). 
Norros (1986) has proved the stochastic ordering S 2 T under conditions which 
are stronger than (5.1). 
Remark 5.3. Using the standard construction (3.6) and (3.7) one can show the 
following analog of Theorem 5.1 (see, e.g. Veinott (1965) or Arjas and Lehtonen 
(1978)): If 
S, g Tl 
and for si s t,, . . . , s~-~ G t,_, , 
(5.3) 
[ Si 1 AS1 = S1, . . .,S,-l=~i_l]~[~I;.IT,=tl,...,Ti_l=ti_1], (5.4) 
i = 2,3,. . . , n, then S 2 T. The idea of the proof of (5.3) + (5.4)*(5.2) is the same 
as the proof of Theorem 5.1: Using the same U,, . . . , U,, of (3.6) and (3.7), put S 
and T on the same probability space and note that (5.3) and (5.4) imply that 
realization-wise S’ G T’. 
Remark 5.4. Shaked and Shanthikumar (1987) proved that if for all disjoint sets Z, 
J c { 1, . . . , n} such that I u J # 0 and for all fixed v, 2 Oe the following holds: 
whenever 6 ,~u,,usOandk~IuJ(IorJmaybeempty)thenS~T. 
Theorem 5.1 provides a new way of proving their result. In fact Theorem 5.1 is 
a stronger result than Theorem 3.1 of Shaked and Shanthikumar (1987) because 
(5.5) implies (5.1). To see the latter note that (5.5) is just the condition that for all 
t, w and w’ as in Remark 5.2, 
oi( r, w) 3 a;( f, w’) 
for i=l,2,..., n, which obviously implies (5.5). Here crl and al are the intensity 
processes: Z:(t) =I: a:(u) du, 1:‘(t) =jA (T:(U) du. 
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6. Further applications 
6.1. Multivariate increasing failure rate average (MIFRA) distributions 
Theorems 4.1,4.3 and 4.4 and Result 4.6 give conditions under which the distribu- 
tion of T,,..., T, can be expressed as the distribution of increasing functions of 
independent exponential random variables. If these increasing functions are also 
subhomogeneous (a function g : R: + R, is subhomogeneous if g(LyI) s ag(f) for 
all cr E [0, 11, t 2 0, see, e.g., Marshall and Shaked (1982)) then T satisfies the MIFRA 
condition of Block and Savits (1980). For example in (2.17) [when (Y G (Y’, p G p’] 
?, and fZ are expressed as increasing subhomogeneous functions of X, and X,. 
Hence ( Tl, TJ of Example 1 (when (Y s (Y’, j3 s p’) is MIFRA. This result has been 
obtained also by Marshall and Shaked (1982) and Shaked (1984). A special case 
of this result can be found in Block and Savits (1980). 
Norros (1986) and Shaked and Shanthikumar (1988) further discuss the relation 
between the total hazard construction and multivariate aging notions. 
6.2. Variance reduction in simulation of dependent variables 
Let S=(S,,...,S,,) and T=(T,,..., T,,) be random vectors and let g:R”+R 
andh:R” + R be monotone in the same (or the opposite) direction. Due to theoreti- 
cal or technical reasons, the expected value 
Erg(S) - h(T)1 (6.1) 
may be hard to compute in some applications. One possible recourse is a simulation 
of g(S) and h(T). That is, k independent replications of S and T are generated 
using pseudo-random numbers, and (6.1) is then estimated by averaging the k 
realizations of g(S) - h(T). 
Rubinstein, Samorodnitski and Shaked (1985) have considered an efficient method 
of simulating g(S) and h(T) when the distributions of S and T satisfy (4.5). Their 
method is based on the fact that when (4.5) holds, then g(S) and h(T) can be 
represented as increasing functions of independent uniform [0, l] random variables, 
using the standard construction (3.6) and (3.7). Then, by putting S and T on the 
same probability space, one can reduce the variance of the Monte Carlo estimate 
of E@(S) - h(T)). 
The same idea may apply for random vectors with distributions satisfying the 
condition of Theorem 4.4 or of Result 4.6. Under this condition too it is possible 
to represent g(S) and h(T) as increasing functions of independent random variables, 
put them on the same probability space and reduce the variance of the Monte Carlo 
estimate. 
In some applications, even if both (4.5) and the condition of Result 4.6 (or 
Theorem 4.4) hold, the total hazard construction (3.4) and (3.5) may yield simpler 
expressions than the standard construction (3.6) and (3.7). In such cases use of the 
total hazard construction is preferable. A study of these ramifications of the total 
hazard construction is given in Shaked and Shanthikumar (1986b). 
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6.3. Multi-unit imperfect repair 
Shaked and Shanthikumar (1986a, 1987) considered a model for imperfect repair 
of multi-unit systems. In that model, n units (whose original lives TI, . . . , T, have 
absolutely continuous distribution) start to live at the same time. Upon failure an 
item undergoes a repair and is scrapped if the repair is unsuccessful. If i items 
(i=O,l,..., n - 1) have already been scrapped, then, with probability pi+1 the repair 
is successful and the item continues to function-but it is only as good as it was 
just before the repair-and the other items “do not know” about these failure and 
repair. With probability 1 -pi+1 the repair is unsuccessful and the item is scrapped. 
Mathematically, if the original lives have the conditional hazard rates Ak( * 1 T, = 
r,, .), k E 6 then the resulting lives f,, . . . , f,, have the conditional hazard rates i, 
given by 
~k(.ljl=r~,.)=~l,,+,hk(.IT,=r~,.), kel; (6.2) 
where )I) is the cardinality of I. 
From (6.2) it follows (see (3.2)) that i,(t 1 f, = r,), k E F-the hazard accumulated 
by Tk during the time interval (Vie, ti, Vi,, ti+ z], t>O-is given by 
/i,(tl~~=r,)=~l,,+,A~(rlT,=r,), kE1 (6.3) 
Using (6.3), various results of this paper can be restated for f,, . . . , f,,. For 
example, if p, = pz = * . . =pn and the Ak’s satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.4 or 
of Result 4.6, then fI, . . . , rn are associated. Similarly, two random vectors resulting 
from application of imperfect repair can be compared stochastically if the original 
random vectors satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1. Proposition 6.6 of Shaked 
and Shanthikumar (1987) can be proven using these ideas. 
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